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You MUST answer ALL of the polling questions throughout the presentation

You MUST be in attendance for the entire live session

You MUST complete the follow-up survey regarding the sessions
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What is vendor cybersecurity
posture

Why it’s important

What vendors should be
reviewed & when

Top 4 areas of a vendor’s
cybersecurity to review

What to do if notified and
consequences of a vendor breach
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Session
Agenda



Is your vendor prepared to prevent, detect and
respond to a cybersecurity issue?

Identify the cyber threats your vendor could
present and take proactive steps to mitigate
potential areas of weakness

Ensure you determine if your vendor (and
your customers’ data) will be secure

Review if your vendor is prepared to prevent,
detect and respond to a cybersecurity issue
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Vendor 
Cybersecurity 
Posture



Enables your risk mitigation by
allowing you to:

•   Influence the vendor to strengthen
their controls

•   Supplement their controls with
controls of your own

•   Make a decision on whether you
should stay with the vendor

A vendor breach can
have a big impact on you
– reputation risk is huge

It’s a hot button issue for all
regulators!

•   It’s required that you demonstrate
you are taking proactive steps to
identify and mitigate potential areas
of weakness with your vendors

•   Expected to cover the CIA
Information Security Triad
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Why It’s
Important
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Why It’s            The Domino
Important        Effect Is Real

A chain is only as 
strong as its 
weakest link



The CIA
Information
Security Triad

Cybersecurity is based
on the CIA Information
Security Triad that
encompasses:

Confidentiality – seeks to prevent
unauthorized disclosure of information

Integrity – seeks to ensure that data is
not modified by unauthorized means

Availability – ensure that information is
available when needed and only to
authorized personnel
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AVAILABILITY



What type of vendors should be reviewed?

•   All moderate, high and critical-risk vendors
•   Any vendors that process, store or transmit your

data

Who at your organization should review
the results?
• Third-party risk manager with the internal

stakeholder and internal/external audit team

What type of qualifications should that
person have?
• Broad background in information security and

risk management – a CISSP is the most qualified
to generally do the review
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What Vendor 
Should Be 
Reviewed & 
By Whom 



When do you perform a cybersecurity
assessment on a vendor with access to
consumer data or your systems?

POLL? a) Pre-contract signing and annually thereafter
as a part of vendor management
Post-contract signing as a part of vendor 
management
When resources are available
Cybersecurity is not included as a part of our 
due diligence or vendor management process 
Not sure

b)

c)
d)

e)
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QUESTION



When Should You Review?

Due diligence and
Residual risk 
determination

Ongoing monitoring
and oversight
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Accessibility to the vendor’s cyber policies and
procedures

Independent testing requirements

Frequency and availability of test results

Protection
Inside Vendor
Contracts

Recovery times

Back-up responsibilities

Cyber resilience

Management of third-party/outsourced business
continuity

Breach/disruption notification
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Security Testing1

What to
Review:
4 Critical

Sensitive Data Security2

Employee, Contractor and Vendor Management3

Elements
Incident Detection and Response (and Cybersecurity
Insurance Coverage)

4
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Testing is one of the best ways to identify weaknesses. Request your vendor
perform the following at least annually:

Internal and External Vulnerability Testing

Penetration Testing

Social Engineering
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Security
Testing



Sensitive Data
Security
If information needs to be protected against unintended 
disclosure, then you should be aware of how the vendor is 
protecting the data from destructive forces and from 
unwanted actions of unauthorized users (e.g., data breaches, 
theft).

Verify the vendor is taking precautions, such as the
following, to secure your data:

Encryption

Data Retention and Destruction Policies

Data Classification and Privacy Policies
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Employee, Contractor &
Vendor Management
Understand the vendor ’s ability to ensure their 
employees, contractors and vendors (your fourth 
parties) are prepared to protect data that is crucial 
to their overall cybersecurity.

Review the following and confirm
they’re adequate:

Confidentiality Agreements

Security Training

Access Management Policies
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Understand how a vendor handles incident
detection and response by:Incident

Detection
Response

&
Including incident notification clauses
within your contractAn incident is anything that

affects the confidentiality,
integrity or availability of
information or an information
system. A vendor should have
a plan to address an incident
quickly and effectively when
(not if) one happens.

Reviewing the incident management
plan to ensure it’s comprehensive

Verifying the vendor has cybersecurity
insurance coverage
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How many of your third-party contracts
require incident notification parameters?POLL? a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

All
Some
Only critical
None
Not sure

or high-risk vendors
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QUESTION



(IT’S NOT IF, IT’S WHEN)
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Your Vendor 
Has Been 
Breached… 
What’s
Next?

• Ensure data breach notification requirements are 
documented in your contract language

• Set expectations with your vendors

• Define the impact of the breach

• Be transparent

• Adopt a customer notification process

In-house:

• Assess your own overall Information Security 
processes

• Implement more robust user authentication 
procedures

• Restore customer faith



Employee, Contractor &   Incident Detection &
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Security Testing                 Sensitive Data Security

Remember
Vendor Management        Response (also 

Cybersecurity 
Insurance Coverage)



Thank You



Understanding &
Analyzing Vendor
SOC Reports
SEPTEMBER 9, 2020

PRESENTED BY

Desiree Ericksen

Senior Information Security
Specialist
Venminder
desiree.ericksen@venminder.com



What is a SOC Report?

Different kinds of SOC Reports

Key components

Controls and evaluating results

Vendor SOC Report review best
practices
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Session
Agenda



A SOC Report is a document designed to provide
information to your organization (or user entity) on three
main components:

the control environment is
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Controls a vendor has in 
place to protect their 
system

Controls that your 
organization needs to 
implement to assist the 
vendor is accomplishing 
some of the controls

Independent testing of 
those stated controls 
providing assurance that

as presented

What Is a
SOC Report?
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Different 
Kinds of 
SOC Reports 

SOC 1 (Type I and II) SOC 3

SOC for CybersecuritySOC 2 (Type I and II; +)



Security, Availability,Internal Controls over

VS Integrity and/or Privacy

Accounting, Compliance Risk Management and Data

Auditors
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SOC 1                                           SOC 2

REPORTS ON:                                                                             REPORTS ON:

Financial Reporting                                                                 Confidentiality, Processing

USERS:                                                                                         USERS:

and Financial Statement                                                                   Security Overseers



Covers the design of controls
placed in operation

operating effectiveness
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SOC 1 and 2 Reports Have Two Types

Type 1                                          Type 2

POINT IN TIME:                                                                               COVERS A PERIOD OF TIME:
As of a point in time (a                                                                          Typically January 1st through a

“snapshot” of the controls) – VS                     date in the 4th quarter – Tests



Request and review a SOC 3 report when:

You’re doing initial early
upfront due diligence of a
vendor until your
organization has
determined if they are a
serious prospect

Vetting a vendor but should
never be used in place of a
SOC 1 or SOC 2
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SOC 3



SOC for Cybersecurity

Request a SOC for Cybersecurity report when:
You want to know how mature and effective the vendor ’s 
cybersecurity risk management program is to the creations or 
delivery of the vendor ’s product or service

The SOC for Cybersecurity overlaps with the SOC 2 in ways,
but it should not replace the SOC 2 Report

If you request the SOC for Cybersecurity, review the
following:

•Management’s Description

•Management’s Assertion

•Practitioner ’s Report
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SOC 1
Designed to review an 
organization’s internal 
controls as they relate to 
financial reporting

SOC 3
Summary of the SOC 2 audit
which comes with a seal and
the organization can
publicly share the reportReports

SOC 2
Examination of the 
organization’s controls over 
one or more of the 5 Trust 
Service Criteria

SOC for Cybersecurity
Describes the organization’s 
cybersecurity risk management 
program in detail

SOC 2+
Pairs the trust services 
criteria of the SOC 2 with 
another well-known 
framework
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Summary of
the Different
Kinds of SOC



Key Components

SOC 1 Report

SOC 2 Report
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Anatomy
of a SOC
Report



How valuable are SOC reports to your
third-party risk management program?POLL? a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Key component
Nice to have
Indifferent
We don’t
Not sure

ask for SOC reports
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QUESTION



Key Components

Has the vendor provided
the correct report ?

The system description
section of the report will
detail the services &
products provided

Multiple vendor services
may have separate reports
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System
Description



Organizations

Key Components

Service providers used
by your vendor

Report should clarify
exactly how subservice
organizations are used

Inclusive vs Carve-Out
Method
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Subservice



Key Components

Unqualified Adverse

Qualified Disclaimer
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Opinion



Key Components Control
Objectives

Controls & 
Tests

Exceptions Significant
Deficiency

Material
Weakness
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Test of 
Controls & 
Evaluating 
Results



Does this directly impact the
service provided?

Clean?

Is management’s response
sufficient?Opinion Exceptions

If not, how is the
organization addressing
the issue(s)?

Are other controls/
procedures in place that
give me comfort?
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The Impact



Control Design

Vendors write the 
control activities that 
they are audited 
against

Control complexity can
vary greatly between
vendors

SOC 2s are better about
this due to following
the trust services
criteria

SOC reports are not
created equally
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User Entity

Key Components

Controls that you (the user, A.K.A “User Entity”) You must review annually and document that
you are in compliance (especially if you are
subject to SOX 404 or FDICIA)

must have in place as a part of the service
provider’s control environment
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Complementary

Controls



Report Review ambiguity
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Read and understand it

Look for gaps or areas of ambiguity

Vendor SOC                     Document and address those areas of

Best Practices                  Look for the complementary controls

Have an expert review the report



Thank You



What You Should
Know About Vendor
Business Continuity
& Disaster Recovery
SEPTEMBER 9, 2020

PRESENTED BY

Gordon Rudd

Third-Party Risk Officer
Venminder
gordon.rudd@venminder.com



Business Continuity Management, Disaster
Recovery and Pandemic Planning

How they all fit together

Effective pandemic planning

Agenda
Risk-based approach

Regulatory expectations

Best practices to takeaway
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Session



Bringing it all together in one,
cohesive program.

Requires management to have
processes in place to oversee
and implement resilience,
continuity and response
capabilities to safeguard
employees, customers,
products and services.

Business
Continuity
Management

BCM is an umbrella term that
encompasses business
continuity, disaster recovery
and pandemic planning.

Resilience incorporates
proactive measures to mitigate
disruptive events and evaluate
an organization’s recovery
capabilities.

A vendor’s BCM program
should align with its strategic
goals and objectives.
Management should consider a
vendor ’s role within and impact
on the overall industry when it
develops a BCM program.
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Monitor & report
business continuity
resilience activities

Oversee & implement
resilience, continuity &
response capabilities

Align BCM
elements with
strategic goals &
objectives

Review & update the
business continuity
program to reflect
the current
environment

Develop a BIA to
identify critical
functions, analyze
interdependencies
& assess impacts

Conduct exercises &
tests to verify that
procedures support
established
objectives

The BCM
Cycle

Conduct risk
assessment to
identify risks &
evaluate likelihood
& impact of
disruptions

Implement a
business continuity
training program for
personnel & other
stakeholders

Establish business
continuity plan that
includes incident
response, disaster
recovery & crisis
management

Develop effective
strategies to meet
resilience & recovery
objectives
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Business Continuity allows you to ensure that
key operations, products and services continue
to be delivered either in full or at a
predetermined, and accepted, level of
availability.

Disaster Recovery is a subset of business
continuity and outlines the process and
procedures to follow at the immediate onset of
an incident up to and including the resumption
of normal operations.

You do this for your own organization, but
you should also be aware of what your
vendor does.
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What Is Business 
Continuity & 
Disaster Recovery



An analysis to determine if your organization can
operate effectively while the vendor is unavailable.

Management should develop a BIA.
Review if there is updated regulatory 
guidance or when significant change occurs 
within your organization or the vendors.
It’s all about the risk.

What Is a Business
Impact Analysis (BIA)?

Ask yourself:

Would a sudden loss of this vendor cause a 
material disruption to my organization?

Would that sudden loss of this vendor 
impact our customers?

Would the time to recover be greater than 
one business day or greater than what your 
business continuity plan calls for as a 
recovery time?
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Disaster Recovery
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(BIA) Business Impact Analysis

Business Continuity / (RTO) Recovery Time Objective

Terminology (RPO) Recovery Point Objective

(MTD) Maximum Tolerable Downtime



If your BIA shows that your organization cannot operate
effectively while a vendor is unavailable, your third-party
risk management program should include:

Thoroughly evaluating the
vendor ’s business continuity
and disaster recovery plans

Understand the procedures
they have in place to handle a
business impacting event

This allow you to:

Be aware of possible
downtimes and what could
affect your operations or
reputation

Plan accordingly with your own
BC/DR plans
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Why It’s
Important

Would your third 
party survive in the 
face of disruption?



1
2
3

Must include critical business
functions, including support
activities systems, and
interrelationships may be
analyzed in several ways.

Workflows, interviews,
organizational charts, network
diagrams/topologies, data flow
diagrams, succession plans or
delegations of authority for key
personnel may help
management identify business
processes and hierarchies.

Management must conduct an
interdependency analysis which
should identify single points of
failure in close geographic
proximity.
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What the 
BIA Should 
Include



Impact of
Disruption
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Real-Life 
Scenarios 
Will Happen
One Is Happening Now



If…Disaster

How did it play out?

Was it contemplated?

Was the reaction according to
plan or did panic set in?

What can we learn to do better
next time?
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When, Not

Strikes…Evaluate



Do you review your critical third
parties’ business continuity and disaster

recurring? recovery plans on
basis?

a regular

POLL
a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
No
Not
Not

applicable
sure
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QUESTION



Vendor’s
Review these key areas of those plans to provide
assurance that your vendor is prepared for a
disruption:

Testing procedures

Copies of the plan are
held off-site in secure
locations and available
Plan is reviewed, tested 
and updated regularly
Senior management and 
board approval
SLAs and contractual 
obligations

Failover and backup
locations
Personnel loss and 
planning
Relocation plans
Remote access availability
Facility loss contingencies
Pandemic contingencies

Breach/disruption 
notification procedures
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Reviewing the

Business
Continuity Plans



Vendor’s

Look at these key areas when reviewing the
vendor ’s disaster recovery plan:

Dedicated team and
individuals
Testing and updates
Notification process
Pandemic plan
Backup procedures

Personnel recovery to
normal operations
Business impact analysis

Senior management/board 
approval and involvement
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Reviewing the

Disaster
Recovery Plans



Vendor BCM 
Stresses 
Resilience

Determine your vendor’s resiliency by asking for
the following:

Evidence of physical
resilience
SOC Type II reports and 
independent audits to 
determine cyber 
resilience
Data backup and 
replication strategies 
being used
A pandemic plan covering 
the loss of personnel
Your vendor ’s change 
management policy and 
program

Event management plans
Facilities and
Infrastructure

• Data Center Recovery
Alternatives

• Branch Relocation
• Electrical power 

redundancy
• Telecommunications 

redundancy plans
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Ensure Vendors
Exercise & Test
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Full-Scale                         Limited-Scale
Exercise                               Exercise

Tabletop                                Tests
Exercises                 • Industry Exercises and Resilience

• Third-Party Service Provider
Testing

• Post Exercise and Post Test
Actions



Protection
Inside Vendor
Contracts

Within your vendor contracts, 
provide:

ensure that they

Accessibility to the vendor’s
BCP Policies and Procedures

Independent testing 
requirements

Frequency and availability 
of test results

Recovery times

Back-up responsibilities

Cyber resilience

Management of third-
party/outsourced business 
continuity

Breach/disruption
notification
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Best Practices pandemic plans are being

To Takeaway happen – we’re in it now
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Assess risk early and be                    Ensure plans include 
thorough                                           contingencies or mass

absenteeism following
Have clear guidelines on                   disease control guidelines
what must be done at
each stage of the                               Check that relocation
relationship (and be sure                  plans are clear

considered)                                       Real-life problems do

Contractually commit the
vendor to test                                    Clear expectations and 

notification requirements
Record anticipated results,
assess any vulnerabilities,
thoroughly document



Thank You



Red Flags in Vendor
Financial Health
SEPTEMBER 9, 2020

PRESENTED BY

Mike Bowers
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Venminder
michael.bowers@venminder.com



It is NOT just the numbers!!

The world has changed

Agenda
Importance of management view

Look for these key items
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Session



COVID-19
Drives the
Conversation
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FDIC Guidance

OCC Guidance

Recent FFIEC Updates
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Let’s Now Dive Into A Focused
Management View…



Getting the right documents from vendors

Time management

Completing risk assessments

Automating the process

Having the right internal resources

Keeping up with the regulations

Managing contracts and negotiationsWhat’s Your Biggest
Vendor Management
Challenge?

Awareness of our vendor’s cybersecurity

Keeping track of documents or dates

Analyzing SOC reports

Garnering senior management support

Knowing who our vendors are

Reporting

Determining which vendors are critical to our organization

Completing a financial analysis

Preparing for exams

Other
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In Today’s Environment,
Where Are You
Spending Your Reading a 32-page

financial analysis
Financial performance is
NOT “event of default”Management Time?
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Management Need to Focus
on Vendor’s Financial
Health, Not Performance

The analysis is not about the
numbers or financial analytics;
it’s about making decisions

small stuff
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Does the financial health of 
this vendor pose a potential 
problem to the services they 
provide customers / 
members AND to help 
others in your organization 
evaluate the vendor

You are determining vendor 
health, not making an 
investment or loan decision

Quickly determine 
if you have a 
problem

Don't sweat the



Challenge:

Data

97%
of vendors provide some 
sort of financial statement

32%
are public companies

65%
are private companies

We do 80 to 100
analyses a month
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Here Is the

Meaningful



22%
ADEQUATE

41%
MODERATE

23%
NEED
MONITORING

14%
INTENSE
MONITORING
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Financial Health
Ratings 2019



It Will Flip

14%
ADEQUATE

23%
MODERATE

41%
NEED
MONITORING

22%
INTENSE
MONITORING

Treat All As “Needs Monitoring”
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Financial Health
Ratings 2020
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Financial
Analysis

Health

Balance Sheet

Income Stmt.

Cash Flow

Ratio

Conclusion
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The Domino Effect Of
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Declining income means cost cuts

Cost cuts mean cutting staff

Cutting staff means declining service levels

Declining service levels

Declining response time 

Declining maintenance of security and systems

Which means findings on SOC reports 
and Sunset of products

The Domino Effect Of 
Declining Financial 
Performance Is Crippling:



Does your financial review include a

? review of the entire 10-K?

POLL a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
No
Not
Not

applicable
sure
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QUESTION



The keys to what we believe is important:

“Going Concern”;
this is a 15-month view by
the financial auditors

Making money and/or have
sufficient capital to support
their ongoing operations

(This is the biggest driver of
financial health)
* Cash Flow

“Subsequent Events”;
reports anything that was an
impact since date of
statement
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What to Really Pay
Attention to



o
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Public Companies
32%

What to Really
Pay Attention to

The non-numbers to 
review; especially in 
the 10-K
The 10-K is formatted 
identically for all publicly 
traded companies



1
2
3

First, look at risk factors. These
are outlined in detail with
special note to any regulatory
action that might have
occurred.

Gives great
context for
the numbers

Next, look for any legal
proceedings or lawsuits that
are pending, along with the
estimate of the anticipated
settlement charges.

Finally, the auditor’s opinion:
Their opinion on financials,
especially on comprehensive
income, and their assessment
of the adequacy of the internal
controls as well as going
concern.
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Key Items
in the 10-K



4
Internal Controls

1
Going

5
Impairment to GoodwillConcern

2
Subsequent

6
Inventory Write-DownsEvents

3
Material Uncertainties

7
Compliance with Debt Covenants
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Example
10-K Risk
Factors



11
Pending Fines by
CFPB

8
Credit Risk
Clients

12
Change
Rating

of Major

in Bond
9

13
DOJ; Sales to
Embargoed Countries

Matters Requiring
Attention (MRA)

10
Disaster Recovery
Issues
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Example
10-K Risk
Factors
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PROBLEM
What is your next move
especially since financial
health is not an event of
default?



Service Level Agreements (SLA)
are your best course of action; Most under 
appreciated part of any vendor contract

The contract gets lots of reviews (attorney,
CFO, product manager), but SLA are rarely
brought to attention of executive management;
nor is their compliance to the agreements
(Only reported by the vendor)
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What Happens When 
You Don’t Put Enough 
Emphasis on SLA?



Does your executive management team? regularly review SLA compliance?POLL
a.
b.
c.

Yes
No
Not sure
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QUESTION



Are their financials better
than my current provider?

How quickly are you
getting to a decision?

Does my analysis look
beyond the numbers?

Your vendor’s health
has drastically
changed Have we begun to see the

domino effect?
Who can provide similar
service?
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?

Here Is What
You Need to
Think About
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As management, it’s essential that you understand the
financial health of your vendor.

It’s emphatically                          Assess your risk and
required by regulation                (escalate) monitoring

accordingly
Qualified subject
matter experts must                   Use your SLAs, use

Summary       do the analysis                            your SLAs

Decoding a 10-K can                  Understand your 
be challenging, but a                  options quickly 
must do

Don’t let the domino 
effect of declining 
financial health 
surprise you



Reality Must re-look at problems: CALL your
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You are NOT going to Then move ALL the
get financial way back up the list
information

High Risk/SLA

existing information            vendor 
you have

You are in a better
Start with the ones you position today to
have already rated assess your risk than
“High Risk” you were 45 days ago



Post a Question:

www.thirdpartythinktank.com

Email Us:Questions & Answers
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lisa-mae.hill@venminder.com
desiree.ericksen@venminder.com
gordon.rudd@venminder.com
michael.bowers@venminder.com

http://www.thirdpartythinktank.com


Thank You
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